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Phase separation in alkali silicate glasses detected
through inverse Laplace transform of 29Si nuclear
magnetic resonance echo train decay†

Mark O. Bovee, ‡a Daniel Jardón-Álvarez, §a Deepansh Srivastava, ¶a

Jingshi Wub and Philip J. Grandinetti *a

The ratio of silicon-29 nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) coherence lifetimes for Q4 and Q3 sites

under magic-angle spinning and a train of p pulses in a series of binary alkali silicate glasses is used to

detect phase separation, even at small scales where the glass appears optically homogenous. This

approach exploits the dependence of echo train coherence lifetimes on the residual heteronuclear

dipolar coupling between Si-29 and the NMR active nuclei of neighboring network modifier cations. The

shifted-echo phase incremented echo train acquisition NMR method is used to eliminate modulation of

the echo train amplitudes due to J couplings across Si–O–Si linkages. A 2D Fourier and inverse Laplace

transform of this dataset provides a correlation of the isotropic 29Si chemical shift to echo train coher-

ence lifetimes, giving a sensitive probe of phase separation as well as chemical composition and local

structure of the different phases. The 29Si Q4:Q3 mean coherence lifetime ratios are 28.8, 23.8, and 5.8

in the phase-separated glasses, 0.05Li2O!0.95SiO2, 0.1Li2O!0.9SiO2 and 0.05Na2O!0.95SiO2, respectively,

while the ratio is reduced to 2.1, 1.6, and 1.6 in glasses not exhibiting signs of phase separation,

0.05K2O!0.95SiO2, 0.05Cs2O!0.95SiO2 and 0.10Cs2O!0.90SiO2, respectively. Phase separation inhibition,

through addition of alumina, is also verified in 0.07Li2O!0.02Al2O3!0.91SiO2.

1 Introduction
Phase separation in silicate glasses1 can dramatically a!ect
properties such as electrical conductivity, di!usion coe"cients,
viscosity, chemical durability, glass transition temperature, and
light scattering. Recognizing the presence of phase separation
and further predicting its occurrence in a given glass synthesis
and composition is of fundamental importance for producing
several technologically important materials.2,3

Phase separation forming spatial domains on the order of
200 nm or higher can be detected and studied with optical
microscopy.4 Finer scale phase separations at the level of
microscopic and sub-microscopic domains (o200 nm), are
more challenging to detect. Such small-scale phase separation
can occur when high viscosity within the immiscibility dome
inhibits the growth of larger domains. This e!ect is particularly
enhanced in the case of metastable immiscibility.5 While direct
transmission electron microscopy (TEM)6 is capable of probing
as far down as 0.05 nm, it requires extremely thin specimens on
the order of 100 nm, which can be di"cult to prepare and can
also lead to fatal flaws in the sample. As an alternative, a thin
carbon film is deposited on the glass surface to create a surface
replica. This film, shadowed with a heavy metal, is removed by
etching and examined by TEM to obtain a replica micrograph of
the surface. Sample preparation is less challenging with Scanning
Electron Microscopy (SEM), although it has a lower resolution
(between 0.5 and 4 nm) than TEM.7 Atomic force microscopy
(AFM) has also been proposed as an inexpensive approach for
determining microstructures of phase-separated glasses with a
resolution down to 50 nm.8 Alternatively, small-angle X-ray scat-
tering (SAXS)9,10 can be used to detect phase separation at these
smaller length scales. In SAXS, an analysis of the di!use profile
as a function of the scattering angle can provide information
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regarding the size and distribution of the heterogeneities and
hence the microstructure.

Unfortunately, the techniques mentioned above provide
little to no information on the composition and atomic-level
structure of the phase-separated regions. It has long been
known that a combination of nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spectroscopy and relaxometry in silicate glasses can
detect the presence of phase separation through di!erential
longitudinal relaxation rates as well as provide insight into the
structural variations in di!erent phase-separated domains
through spectroscopically resolved resonances.11–15 This differ-
ential longitudinal relaxation arises from the presence of small
amounts of paramagnetic cations,16,17 intentionally or unin-
tentionally added into the silica network, which distribute
preferentially in the modifier-cation-rich (depolymerized)
regions. The 29Si nuclei in those regions rich in paramagnetic
cations have faster nuclear relaxation rates—a consequence of
the large magnetic field fluctuations emanating from the para-
magnetic sites. This differential paramagnetic relaxation enhance-
ment can create a strong contrast among spin 1/2 nuclei, like 29Si,
where other nuclear spin relaxation mechanisms in the glass are
orders of magnitude weaker. In the absence of paramagnetic
impurities, 29Si longitudinal relaxation times in glasses are known
to be on the order of days.18 Thus, the fluctuating magnetic fields
from paramagnetic impurities, even at long distances, can still
dominate the longitudinal relaxation of 29Si nuclei. It has further
been claimed by Devreux et al.19 that fitting the initial 29Si
longitudinal magnetization recovery to a power-law can be used
to determine the silicon mass fractal dimension in a silicate glass.
This analysis is restricted to the initial magnetization recovery
as it assumes that a single paramagnetic center causes relaxation.
As a result, this approach excludes any information on longer
distances associated with the more slowly relaxing nuclei. This
approach also has been used by others11–15,20 to suggest that
differences in these mass fractal dimensions can be used to
identify clustering and phase separation.

In this paper, we propose exploiting the di!erential coherence
lifetimes of the 29Si magnetization under MAS and a p-pulse train
caused by the presence of alkali modifier cations to detect phase
separation. This approach does not require the addition of
paramagnetic impurities and the assumption that paramagnetic
ions di!erentially segregate into the regions with high modifier
cation content. In a recent investigation, we have shown that the
nuclear magnetic properties of modifier cations play a significant
role in determining 29Si coherence lifetimes, leading to di!er-
ences as large as three orders of magnitude.21 In compositions
with abundant NMR active nuclei, such as alkali silicates, the
29Si coherence lifetimes are dominated by coherent dephasing
due to residual heteronuclear dipolar couplings. This homo-
geneous broadening is not completely removed with a p pulse
train under magic-angle spinning (MAS). Thus, while MAS still
resolves resonances of structurally distinct sites, the di!erential
coherence lifetimes during a p-pulse echo train signal can
detect the presence of phase separation, that is, di!erentiate
between phases of high and low modifier content, whenever
these modifiers have abundant NMR active nuclei.

To investigate the potential of using di!erential coherence
lifetimes as a probe of phase separation in binary silicate glasses,
we determined the p-pulse echo train coherence lifetimes of 29Si
in lithium, sodium, potassium, and cesium silicate glasses with
low modifier cation content (between 5 and 10%) as well as
analog samples to which small amounts of alumina were added.
These glasses were chosen as the tendency towards immiscibility
in binary alkali silicate glasses increases with increasing modi-
fier cation potential;22 thus, lithium and sodium silicates show a
high tendency to phase segregate. While the possibility of phase
separation in potassium silicates is still controversial,23–26 phase
separation is not expected for alkali cations heavier than
potassium.27 Small amounts of alumina reduce the tendency
towards phase separation by lowering the critical temperature
and increasing the glass transition temperature.13,27,28

All glasses commonly present a wide distribution of coherence
lifetimes, reflecting the continuous distribution of environments
in a structure lacking long-range structural order. To better
quantify the distribution of coherence lifetimes, we employ an
inverse Laplace transform29 (ILT) as it provides a more quantita-
tive and less restrictive analysis compared to a multi- or stretched
exponential model.

Finally, one complication with this approach is that, even at
natural abundance levels of 29Si (4.7%), there will be a small
but noticeable modulation of the echo train signal from iso-
lated geminal J couplings between 29Si across a bridging oxygen
linkage.30,31 Since p-pulses do not refocus J couplings, measuring
coherence lifetimes in the presence of J couplings will cause
oscillations of the decay, hindering a precise analysis of the
distribution of coherence lifetimes. To overcome this problem,
we employ a pulse sequence, based on previous work,31 that
allows the coherence lifetimes to be measured without substantial
contamination from J coupling oscillations.

2 Methods
2.1 Silica glass preparation

A series of highly siliceous alkali silicate glasses with composi-
tions given in Table 1 were prepared in the Advanced Materials
Processing Lab at Corning Inc. Adding the alkali oxides to a silica
melt causes depolymerization of the silicate network. This depo-
lymerization leads to the formation of five types of SiO4 tetra-
hedra, each characterized by its connectivity, i.e., the number of
oxygen that are corner-linked to other tetrahedra.32,33 These are
designated with the notation Qn, where n(B0–4) represents the
number of bridging oxygen per tetrahedron. In peralkaline ternary
compositions nMM2O!nAlAl2O3!nSiSiO2 where nAl/nM r 2 and
nAl/nSi r 1 the Al enters the network as negatively charged AlO4

along with a proportionate reduction in NBO, i.e., Q3 sites. In a
homogeneous glass, the alkali cations act to charge compensate
the AlO4 and, if nAl/nM o 2, to depolymerize the network and
charge compensate the NBO.34–40 The presence of alumina is
known to reduce the tendency of silicate glasses to phase separate.

The batch materials are industrial quality sand, alumina,
and alkali carbonates. The glasses were melted in a 2 kg batch
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in Pt/Rh crucibles at 1650 1C twice to achieve better homogeneity.
A small amount of alumina was added to two compositions to
reduce phase separation. Tin(IV) oxide was also added to these
glasses as a fining agent. Note that no paramagnetic oxides were
added to enhance 29Si spin–lattice relaxation times. The first melt
was poured into cold water to cool; then, the glass cullet was dried
overnight to remove water. After the second melt, the melts were
poured on a steel plate to form glass patties. The glass patties were
annealed at 500 1C or 600 1C overnight to reduce thermal stress.
Except for the 10Li:90Si composition (as seen in Fig. S1, ESI†), all
samples were optically clear, showing no signs of opalescence.
X-ray diffraction measurements on the 5Li:95Si and 10Li:90Si
glasses show a small fraction of cristobalite crystallization in the
10Li:90Si composition.

Flame Emission Spectroscopy (FES) was used to quantify
alkali oxides for both binary and ternary glasses. For ternary
glasses, alumina content was measured via Inductively Coupled
Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES), and silica
content was quantified via gravimetric analysis. Chemical
composition analysis showed that target compositions were
obtained within an error margin of 0.1 mol%.

The synthesized high silica glasses were analyzed with Scanning
Electron Microscopy (SEM) using a Hitachi SU-70 microscope.
To reduce charging, samples were fractured and etched with 1%
HF and coated with conducting carbon.

2.2 NMR spectroscopy

Glass samples were ground and packed in NMR rotors under
inert conditions in a nitrogen-filled glove box. Longitudinal
nuclear magnetic recoveries were measured on a hybrid Tecmag
Apollo-Chemagnetics CMX II 9.4 T NMR spectrometer using a
4 mm Chemagnetics MAS probe spinning at oR/(2p) = 10 kHz.
Echo train coherence lifetimes were measured on a Bruker
Avance III HD 9.4 T NMR spectrometer using a 7 mm Bruker
MAS probe and at a spinning speed of oR/(2p) = 7 kHz. The
stability of the spinning speed was 2 Hz. The magic angle was
set with the 2H signal of deuterated hexamethylbenzene. All
measurements were done at room temperature.

2.2.1 Longitudinal magnetization recovery. Longitudinal
nuclear magnetization recoveries were measured using the
saturation recovery sequence41 with logarithmically spaced time
delays. 133Cs signal was detected with a Hahn echo,42 while all

other nuclei were detected after single-pulse excitation. In these
measurements, the p/2 pulse lengths for 29Si were 7.5 ms. For 7Li
and 133Cs, all NMR transitions were excited with p/2 pulse
lengths of 7 ms and 5 ms, respectively. The longitudinal magne-
tization recovery was fit to the stretched exponential function,

Mz(t) = Mz(N)![1 " exp["(t/T1)b1]], (1)

where T1 is the longitudinal magnetization recovery time, and
b1 is the Kohlrausch exponent. The stretched exponential
function accounts for a distribution of T1 times. The best-fit
parameters are given in Table 2. With no paramagnetic doping,
the exceptionally long 29Si T1 times, which exceeded 1000 s in
all samples, prevented a complete recovery of the longitudinal
component of the 29Si magnetization from being measured.
Nonetheless, the longitudinal recoveries of 29Si Q3 sites were
observed to be distinctly faster than those of Q4 sites in the phase-
separated glasses. This is consistent with previous studies of 29Si
longitudinal relaxation in phase-separated silicate glasses.11–13,15,43

2.2.2 NMR p-echo train decay and modulation. The 29Si p/2
and p pulse lengths for echo train measurements were 4.6 ms
and 9.2 ms, respectively. All experiments were preceded by a
saturation pulse train and a recycle delay of 1000 s. Since this
delay does not ensure the total recovery, the Q3/Q4 ratios
obtained from integrated amplitudes may not be quantitative.

Measuring a p-pulse echo train lifetime with the Carr–
Purcell–Meiboom–Gill (CPMG) sequence is complicated by rf
inhomogeneities, which introduce stimulated echoes whose decay
is governed by a mix of longitudinal and transverse relaxation.
Therefore, we employ a variant of the Phase Incremented Echo
Train Acquisition31,44 (PIETA) sequence, illustrated in Fig. 1,

Table 2 29Si, 7Li, 23Na and 133Cs T1 relaxation time parameters. Parameter
uncertainties are given as one standard deviation

Sample Nucleus T1/s b1

10Li:90Si 29Si (Q4) 4104 —
10Li:90Si 29Si (Q3) B1500 —
5Li:95Si 7Li 2.3 # 0.1 0.85 # 0.04
10Li:90Si 7Li 2.2 # 0.1 0.93 # 0.04
7Li:2Al:91Si 7Li 2.4 # 0.1 0.92 # 0.04
5Na:95Si 23Na 0.085 # 0.001 0.49 # 0.01
5Cs:95Si 133Cs 60 # 10 0.56 # 0.03
10Cs:90Si 133Cs 15 # 2 0.64 # 0.03
7Cs:2Al:91Si 133Cs 46 # 5 0.59 # 0.02

Table 1 Sample compositions, melt temperatures, and times of silicate glasses studied. Each glass was melted twice in 2 kg batches at 1650 1C for the
durations specified above in Pt/Rh crucibles. Quenching for the first melt was performed by pouring it into cold water and allowing the resulting glass to
dry overnight. The second melt was quenched by pouring it onto a steel plate to form a glass patty, which was then annealed overnight at 500 1C or
600 1C to reduce thermal stress

Sample Composition Melt procedure

5Li:95Si 0.05Li2O!0.95SiO2 1650 1C (2 $ 6 h)
10Li:90Si 0.10Li2O!0.90SiO2 1650 1C (2 $ 6 h)
7Li:2Al:91Si 0.07Li2O!0.02Al2O3!0.001SnO2!0.91SiO2 1650 1C (1 $ 6 + 1 $ 4 h)
5Na:95Si 0.05Na2O!0.95SiO2 1650 1C (2 $ 6 h)
5K:95Si 0.05K2O!0.95SiO2 1650 1C (2 $ 6 h)
5Cs:95Si 0.05Cs2O!0.95SiO2 1650 1C (2 $ 6 h)
10Cs:90Si 0.10Cs2O!0.9SiO2 1650 1C (2 $ 6 h)
7Cs:2Al:91Si 0.07Cs2O!0.02Al2O3!0.001SnO2!0.91SiO2 1650 1C (1 $ 6 + 1 $ 4 h)
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which eliminates these stimulated echo artifacts and provides
a more accurate measure of the spin-echo decay and any J
coupling modulations. Additional details on its implementation
and signal processing are given in the caption of Fig. 1.

In silicate glasses, the 29Si echo train amplitude can be
modulated by J couplings across 29Si–O–29Si linkages, even at
29Si natural abundance.21,31 When there is a weak J coupling
between dilute 29Si–29Si pairs under fast magic-angle spinning
(MAS) the transition frequency is given by

OAX = o0(1 " siso,A)PA + o0(1 " siso,X)PX " 2pJAX(PP)AX,
(2)

where the transition symmetry functions are given by

PA = mA,j " mA,i,

PX = mX,j " mX,i,

(PP)AX = mA,jmX,j " mA,imX,i. (3)

Here siso,A and siso,X are the isotropic nuclear shieldings, o0 is
the Larmor frequency and JAX is the indirect coupling constant.
The quantum numbers, mA and mX, are associated with
quantized energy levels of A and X nuclei, respectively, while i
and j represent the initial and final energy states of the NMR
transition. In the case of two weakly coupled homonuclear
nuclei it is useful to define the additional transition symmetry
function PAX = PA + PX.

One approach to suppress echo modulation from J couplings
and measure only the spin echo decay is to generate a train of
simultaneous PAX and (PP)AX echoes, i.e., total echoes, which
refocus both chemical shift and J coupling evolution, with the
sequence31,46–48

p
2
" t

4
" p" t

4
" p

2
" t
4
" p" t

4
! %

h i

j&1...m
:

In practice, introducing a phase cycle in this sequence to avoid
contaminations from stimulated echoes would lead to prohibitively
long measurements, as every additional total echo requires an
additional nested 8-step phase cycle.31 Here we adopt an inter-
mediate approach, using the shifted-echo PIETA sequence,31

shown in Fig. 1, which acquires the first echo as simultaneous
PAX and (PP)AX echoes followed by a train of PAX echoes. A
detailed explanation of the symmetry pathways in the SE-PIETA
sequence is provided by Srivastava et al.31 By varying t in
successive measurements, the initial echo decay can be finely
sampled on the first (simultaneous PAX and (PP)AX) echo with-
out J coupling modulations. The J coupling modulations begin
only at the start of the PAX echo train where t1 = t. The short-lived
J coupling modulations can be skipped over using a sufficiently
long 2t1. Between the first simultaneous PAX and (PP)AX echo
and the next PAX only echo; however, there is a small step in the
overall decay due to the loss of the dephased J-coupled 29Si
nuclei. Careful choice of the parameters t and 2t1 enable the
measurement of a wide range of coherence lifetimes, which is
particularly important in phase-separated glasses where a wider

Fig. 1 Graphical representation of the SE-PIETA sequence31 with relevant symmetry pathways.45 In this sequence, fp is the PIETA phase dimension, k is
the echo count dimension, and t2 is the direct acquisition (chemical shift) dimension. The sequence includes an echo shift dimension, t. The number of
loops for j = 2. . .m/2 gives a k dimension with m samples. The PIETA phase fp dimension is incremented from 0 to 2p in steps of 2p/m. After a Fourier
transform along fp, the desired accumulated Dp are selected to reduce the signal to S(t,k,t2), respectively. The k dimension is converted into the echo
decay dimension, t1, according to t1 = (k" 1)2t1 + t. An 8-step phase cycle was used for f1. The signal was sampled non-uniformly along t with the values
given in Table 3. A Fourier transform of the signal along t2 followed by an inverse Laplace transform along t1 yields a 2D spectrum correlating the MAS
resonances with their l"1 decay times. To avoid spinning sideband artifacts, the spacing between the centers of adjacent pulses should be an integer
multiple of the rotor period.
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range of 29Si coherence lifetimes may be present in the glass.
The SE-PIETA acquisition parameters for all compositions mea-
sured are given in Table 3.

With suppression of the J coupling modulation, the 29Si
echo train coherence decay in a silicate glass is given by

s't( &
!

l
p l' ( exp "lt' (dl; (4)

where p(l) is the probability distribution of echo train coher-
ence decay rate constants, l, present in the glass. An inverse
Laplace transform (ILT)49,50 along an echo train decay can be
used to obtain the distribution of exponential echo decay rate
constants, l. Alternatively, the ILT kernel can be redesigned to
obtain p(l"1), the probability distribution of echo train coher-
ence lifetimes, l"1, present in the glass, i.e.,

s't( &
!

l"1
p l"1
" #

exp "t
$
l"1

" #
dl"1: (5)

Details on the numerical implementation of the Inverse Laplace
Transform (ILT) algorithm with l1 regularization,51–59 employed in
this study, are given in Appendix A. All inversions were performed
using the open-source Python package mrinversion.60,61 The
Python Jupyter notebooks for performing the inversion of all
experimental datasets in this study are available in the ESI.†

The 29Si echo train coherence decay lifetimes, l"1, under
MAS are dominated by coherent dephasing due to residual
heteronuclear magnetic dipolar couplings to nearby NMR
active nuclei.21 In Section S1 of the ESI† and elsewhere,21 we

show that these couplings are not completely removed by
magic-angle spinning due to the strong homonuclear dipolar
couplings among the NMR active nuclides of the alkali cations.
The magnitude of this residual heteronuclear dipolar inter-
action is given by

oII
d o

IS
d

oR
& 1

oR
! m0

4p

% &2
!gI

2!h

rII3
! gIgS!h

rIS3
: (6)

Here, we have defined

oII
d & "

m0
4p

gI2!h
rII3

(7)

as the homonuclear dipolar coupling constant, where gI is the
nuclear magnetogyric ratio for the quadrupolar nuclide of the
alkali cation, and rII is the distance between alkali cations.
Similarly, we have defined

oIS
d & "

m0
4p

gIgS!h

rIS3
(8)

as the heteronuclear dipolar coupling constant, where gS is the
nuclear magnetogyric ratio for 29Si, and rIS is the distance
between 29Si and the NMR active nuclei of the alkali cations.
While these residual dipolar couplings are progressively
removed with increasing MAS speeds, as seen in eqn (6), they
remain the dominant dephasing mechanism of the 29Si echo-train
well beyond the MAS speeds needed to obtain high-resolution 29Si
MAS spectra.21 Therefore, the key factors to consider when inter-
preting the variations in the 29Si coherence lifetime distributions
in the alkali silicate glasses are the size of the gyromagnetic ratio
for the quadrupolar nuclei of the alkali cation, the distance
between alkali cations, and the distance between the alkali cations
and the 29Si nuclides. This is why the 29Si echo-train coherence
lifetimes are particularly sensitive to phase separation since the
stronger homonuclear dipolar couplings between alkali nuclides
in the alkali-rich phases ‘‘amplify’’ the heteronuclear dipolar
coupling to 29Si in this cross-term between the two couplings.
The gIh! factors in units of nuclear magnetons of the most
abundant NMR-active nuclei in the glass compositions of this
study are given in Table 4. In a non-phase separated sample where
modifier cations are distributed homogeneously, one would
expect all Qn sites to be in relative proximity to the modifier
cations and have similar coherence lifetime distributions. In the
discussion that follows, we will also use the ratio of the mean
coherence lifetimes for Q4 and Q3, i.e.,

rl = l"1
mean(Q4)/l"1

mean(Q3), (9)

as a simple indicator of phase separation.

Table 3 The delay combinations of t and 2t1 used in the SE-PIETA pulse
sequence shown in Fig. 1. The remaining SE-PIETA acquisition parameters
were the same in all experiments with t0 = 1000 s and m $ nt2

$ nfp
= 8 $

512 $ 10, leading to a total experimental time of 22.2 $ 3 = 66.6 h for all
samples except 7Li:2Al:91Si, which was acquired in 22.2 $ 4 = 88.8 h,
where m is the number of echoes, nt2

is the number of acquisition points,
nf is the number of phases in the phase dimension

Sample t/ms 2t1/ms

5Li:95Si 6.28 259.14
12.56 646.28
37.72 3090.96

10Li:95Si 6.28 259.14
12.56 646.28
37.72 3090.96

7Li:1Al:91Si 6.28 259.14
12.56 262.28
37.72 274.86

100.56 306.28
5Na:95Si 6.28 259.14

12.56 646.28
37.72 3090.96

5K:95Si 6.28 259.14
12.56 646.28
37.72 3090.96

5Cs:95Si 6.28 259.14
12.56 646.28
37.72 3090.96

10Cs:95Si 6.28 259.14
12.56 262.28
37.72 274.86

7Cs:2Al:91Si 6.28 259.14
12.56 262.28
37.72 274.86

Table 4 The gIh! values of the most abundant NMR-active nuclei in the
glass compositions of this study. Here, mN is the nuclear magneton

Isotope Abundance/% gIh!/mN

7Li 92.41 2.171
23Na 100 1.478
27Al 100 1.457
39K 93.2581 0.261
133Cs 100 0.738
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The modes of the chemical shift distributions for the Q3 and
Q4 sites were determined by fitting the isotropic 1D spectrum of

the first echo of each measurement to two Gaussian line shapes,
as shown in Fig. 2. The solid line represents the 1D isotropic
spectrum of each sample’s first echo. Additionally, the dashed
lines represent the best-fit Gaussian line shapes for the Q3 and Q4

sites. It should be noted that the relative populations of Q3 to Q4

sites cannot be gained from integrated areas due to bias caused by
di!erential echo train coherence lifetimes. Nonetheless, the MAS
spectra were analyzed to determine the modes of Q3 and Q4 site
chemical shift distributions given in Table 5.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Cesium silicate glasses

As the cesium silicate glasses do not phase separate, even at the
lower Cs2O content glasses in this study, we can expect a
homogeneous distribution of Cs+ cations in all three cesium
silicate glass compositions. Thus, we begin our discussion with
these compositions to illustrate the behavior of 29Si MAS echo-
train coherence lifetimes in a non-phase separated glass as a
function of changing composition.

First, we note that the one-dimensional 29Si MAS spectra of
the three cesium glass compositions, shown in Fig. 2(F)–(H),
can be decomposed into two broad resonances associated with
Q4 sites around "110 ppm and Q3 sites around "99 ppm. There
are two established NMR parameter–structure relationships
that explain how the width of the Q4 and Q3 isotropic chemical
shift distributions arise from structural distributions in the
glass. First, there is an approximately linear relationship
between chemical shift on the mean Si–O–Si angle between
Qn sites causing the chemical shift to increase (less shielding)
with decreasing mean Si–O–Si angle.62–64 This effect explains, at
best, a width of no more than B6 ppm, assuming the mean Si–
O–Si angle varies between 1501 and 1401. The second structural
variation broadening the Q4 and Q3 resonances is a shift to less
negative chemical shifts as the neighboring tetrahedra15,65

change from Q4 to Q3. For example, starting from silica-rich
compositions and increasing the Cs content, the predominant
Q4 sites change from Q4,4444 to Q4,4443 to Q4,4433 to Q4,4333 to
Q4,3333. Here the notation Q4,4444 represents a Q4 connected to
four other Q4, as in silica glass SiO2, while Q4,4333 represents a Q4

connected to one Q4 and three Q3. Similarly, there is an increase
in the Q3 chemical shift with increasing Cs content arising from
a shifting predominance of anionic clusters from Q3,444 to Q3,443

to Q3,433 to Q3,333.66

This variation of neighboring tetrahedra of a Qn also
explains the distributions of Q4 and Q3 coherence lifetimes in
the 2D FT-ILT spectra of a 29Si SE-PIETA NMR measurement of
the cesium silicate glasses. In the 2D FT-ILT of the 5Cs:95Si
glass, shown in Fig. 3(A), we observe that the 29Si MAS echo-train
coherence lifetimes span two orders of magnitude. This is due to
a distribution of residual heteronuclear dipolar couplings
between the 29Si and 133 Cs nuclei, which in turn, is a result of
the variation of neighboring tetrahedra of a Qn. That is, the
longest coherence lifetime is associated with Q4,4444, and the
coherence lifetime decreases with increasing coordination by Q3

Fig. 2 29Si magic-angle spinning spectra (solid black lines) of the first echo of
each measurement along with best-fit Q3 and Q4 Gaussian line shapes (dashed
lines) for the compositions (A) 5Li:95Si, (B) 10Li:90Si, (C) 7Li:2Al:91Si, (D)
5Na:95Si, (E) 5K:95Si, (F) 5Cs:95Si, (G) 10Cs:90Si, and (H) 7Cs:2Al:91Si. Fre-
quencies in ppm are referenced to TMS. Additional details of the least-squares
analysis, along with other best-fit parameters, are given in Table S1 of the ESI.†
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sites, i.e., decreasing from Q4,4444 to Q4,4443 to Q4,4433 to Q4,4333 to
Q4,3333. Similarly, the 29Si lifetimes are longest for Q3,444, and
decrease progressively from Q3,444 to Q3,443 to Q3,433 to Q3,333. We
also observe in Fig. 3(A) that the Q4 coherence lifetime distribu-
tion is slightly wider than the Q3 distribution. While both
distributions share the same lower limit, the Q4 lifetimes extend
to slightly higher values than Q3. This is expected since the
cesium cations are further away from the Q4,4444 sites than the
Q3,444 sites.

The 2D FT-ILT of the 10Cs:90Si glass is shown in Fig. 3(C).
Here, we observe that the increased cesium content of the
10Cs:90Si glass relative to the 5Cs:95Si glass leads to less-
negative chemical shifts for the Q4 and Q3 sites, along with a
clear shift of both sites to lower coherence lifetimes. Both
observations are a result of a reduction in the Q4,4444 and
Q3,444 populations and a commensurate increase in the other
Q4,ijkl and Q3,ijk populations.

From a least-squares fit of the 29Si MAS spectra of the
5Cs:95Si and 10Cs:90Si glasses, shown in Fig. 2(F) and (G),
we determine the modes of the Q4 and Q3 chemical shift
distributions given in Table 5. Cross-sections as a function of
coherence lifetime taken at the respective modes of the Q4 and
Q3 chemical shift distributions are shown in Fig. 3(B) and (D).
Using the mean Q4 and Q3 lifetimes from these cross-section we
obtain a ratio of rl = 1.6 for both the 5Cs:95Si and 10Cs:90Si
glasses. Finding rl 4 1, i.e., a mean longer coherence lifetime
for Q4 compared to Q3, is not unexpected even in a non-phase
separated homogenous glass due to the lower residual hetero-
nuclear dipolar couplings of the Q4,4444 sites.

As mentioned earlier, adding alumina is known to reduce
the tendency of silicate glasses to phase separate. The addition
of alumina decreases the relative population of the Q3 sites,
with cesium cations charge compensating the negatively
charged AlO4 and remaining Q3 sites in the network. At such
a low alumina concentration, it is unlikely that a Qn is coordi-
nated to more than one AlO4 tetrahedron. The e!ect of this
coordination is to move the 29Si chemical shift to a less negative
value by B5 ppm. We do not expect the addition of 2% Al2O3 to
have a large influence on the Cs+ cation distribution in the
cesium silicate glass. It is useful, however, to examine the e!ect
of 27Al, an NMR active nucleus, on the 29Si MAS echo-train
coherence lifetimes. The 27Al nucleus is 100% abundant and

has a gIh! value that is B2 times larger than 133Cs. In Fig. 3(E)
is the 2D FT-ILT of the 7Cs:2Al:91Si glass composition. As
expected, the modes of the isotropic chemical shifts for both
Q4 and Q3 move to less negative values, as seen in Table 5.
There is also a clear decrease in the shortest coherence life-
times of both Q4 and Q3 with the addition of alumina compared
to the 5Cs:95Si and 10Cs:90Si glasses. These shorter lifetimes
are likely associated with Q4,333A[1Al] and Q3,33A[1Al], i.e., the Qn

sites coordinated to one AlO4 and Q3 sites. There is also a slight
increase in the longest coherence lifetimes of both Q4 and Q3

with the addition of alumina compared to the 10Cs:90Si glass.
This is due to the decrease in the relative population of the Q3

sites and an increase in the relative population of the Q4,4444

sites. Overall, the addition of alumina leads to a slightly wider
distribution of coherence lifetimes; however, there is only a
slight increase in the ratio of rl = 1.7 using the mean Q4 and Q3

lifetimes from the cross-sections shown in Fig. 3(F).

3.2 Lithium silicate glasses

Now that we have established the behavior of 29Si echo-train
coherence lifetimes in non-phase separated glasses, we shift
our attention to phase-separated glasses as indicated by surface
imaging. The SEM images of the 5Li:95Si and 10Li:90Si glasses
in Fig. 4(A) and (D), respectively, show the distinct occurrence
of phase separation. In highly siliceous binary lithium silicate
glasses, phase separation into a lithium-rich phase with about
33 mol% Li2O and a lithium-poor domain is expected.67 The
spherical form of the volumetrically minor phase, which in all
cases shown here is the phase with high alkali content, further
indicates that phase separation occurs via the nucleation and
growth mechanism.27 The lithium-rich spheres reach dia-
meters of up to 50 nm in the sample with 5% lithium oxide
and greater than 200 nm in the sample with 10%. As noted
earlier, the larger domains in the 10Li:90Si glass lead to a
strong opalescence behavior, as shown in Fig. S1 of the ESI.†
In contrast to the X-ray di!raction data (see Fig. S2 of the ESI†),
there is no evidence of crystalline cristobalite in the 29Si MAS
spectrum of the 10Li:90Si glass, shown in Fig. 2(B). This is likely
due to the longer 29Si longitudinal relaxation times of crystal-
line silicate phases relative to silicate glasses.

The 2D FT-ILT 29Si spectra of the phase-separated 5Li:95Si
glass is shown in Fig. 4(B). The Q4 sites at isotropic chemical

Table 5 29Si most probable chemical shifts and coherence lifetimes of the Q3 and Q4. The ratio rl is defined in eqn (9) as the ratio of the mean
coherence lifetimes. For compositions marked with an asterisk, Q3 and Q4 sites were resolved in the 2D ILT-FT spectrum and the 2D ILT-FT spectrum
was used to determine the l"1

mode(Q3) and l"1
mode(Q4). The Q3 and Q4 sites were not resolved in the 2D ILT-FT spectrum of the remaining compositions and

l"1
mode(Q3) and l"1

mode(Q4) were determined from the ILT cross-sections taken at the dmode(Q3) and dmode(Q4) values determined by the least-squares
analysis of the MAS spectra in Fig. 2

Sample dmode(Q4)/ppm l"1
mode(Q4)/ms l"1

mean(Q4)/ms dmode(Q3)/ppm l"1
mode(Q3)/ms l"1

mean(Q3)/ms rl

5Li:95Si* "111.5 862.0 1343.8 "93.5 38.1 46.6 28.8
10Li:90Si* "109.0 181.2 837.3 "91.9 38.1 35.1 23.8
7Li:2Al:91Si "110.7 107.7 128.7 "99.3 38.1 42.3 3.0
5Na:95Si* "110.7 181.2 367.7 "94.4 107.7 63.5 5.8
5K:95Si* "109.8 304.7 315.7 "98.4 181.2 151.4 2.1
5Cs:95Si "110.1 512.5 316.1 "99.4 181.2 192.1 1.6
10Cs:90Si "108.9 181.2 157.6 "98.6 107.7 100.6 1.6
7Cs:2Al:91Si "108.2 181.2 181.2 "98.4 181.2 104.4 1.7
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shifts around dcs = "111.5 ppm have a distribution of coher-
ence lifetimes that cover over three orders of magnitude inside
the region of B10"2 s to B102 s, peaking at a lifetime near
l"1 = 862.0 ms. In contrast, the Q3 sites around dcs = "93.5 ppm
have a narrower distribution of coherence lifetimes, covering
over one order of magnitude inside the region of B10"3 s to
B100 s, and peaking at a shorter lifetime near l"1 = 38.1 ms.
This dramatic di!erence is attributed to the phase separation
of the glass. In this case, the shorter coherence lifetimes result
from residual magnetic dipolar couplings to the lithium ions,
which are significantly stronger for the Q3 sites due to their
closer proximity to the lithium ions in the lithium-rich phase
with about 33 mol% Li2O. Also, recall from eqn (6) that the
stronger homonuclear dipolar couplings between 7Li nuclei in
the lithium-rich phase ‘‘amplify’’ the residual dipolar coupling to
29Si. The Q4 sites with shorter coherence lifetimes overlapping

those of the Q3 sites are likely part of the lithium-rich phase. The
Q4 sites with longer coherence lifetimes belong to the lithium-
poor domain. As we saw in the cesium silicate glasses, in a non-
phase separated sample where Li+ is distributed homogeneously,
one would expect all Qn sites to be in relative proximity to the
modifier cations and have more overlapping coherence lifetime
distributions. Using the mean Q4 and Q3 lifetimes from the
cross-sections taken at the modes of the Q4 and Q3 2D distribu-
tions, shown in Fig. 4(C), we obtain a ratio of rl = 28.8, i.e., an
order of magnitude larger than rl values observed in the non-
phase separated cesium silicate glasses.

Phase separation is also distinguishable in the 2D FT-ILT
spectrum of the 10Li:90Si glass, shown in Fig. 4(E). Compared
to the 5Li:95Si glass, the Q4 sites at isotropic chemical shifts
around dcs = "109.0 ppm have a smaller distribution of
coherence lifetimes, covering over two orders of magnitude

Fig. 3 The 29Si 2D shifted-echo PIETA spectrum obtained from Fourier and inverse Laplace transforms for (A) 5Cs:95Si, (C) 10Cs:90Si and (E)
7Cs:2Al:91Si. The vertical axis is the spectroscopic (MAS) dimension, and the horizontal axis is the dimension associated with the logarithm of the echo-
train coherence lifetime. Frequencies in ppm are referenced to TMS. Cross-sections along the coherence lifetime dimension through the maximum
amplitude of Q4 and Q3 are shown for (B) 5Cs:95Si, (D) 10Cs:90Si, and (F) 7Cs:2Al:91Si. The isotropic chemical shifts of the cross-sections are indicated as
arrows in (A), (C), and (E), respectively.
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inside B10"2 s to B102 s. In contrast, the Q3 sites around dcs =
"91.9 ppm still cover over one order of magnitude inside
B10"3 s to B100 s, and still peak at a lifetime near l"1=
38.1 ms. The relative invariance of the Q3 coherence lifetime
distribution suggests that the composition of the Li-rich phase
remains constant (at 33% Li) while this phase grows in size.
The growth of this Li-rich phase also reduces the probability of
remote Q4 sites, leading to the reduction of the longer Q4

coherence lifetimes. In the Q4 case, we also observe a bimodal
distribution of coherence lifetimes with the highest intensity
peaking around l"1 = 181.2 ms and a slightly lower peak
near l"1 = 1.4 s. This is more clearly seen in the cross-
sections taken at the modes of the Q4 and Q3 2D distributions,
shown in Fig. 4(F). The bimodal Q4 distribution is further
evidence for phase separation in this glass composition,
although the extension of the Q4 coherence lifetime by two
orders of magnitude beyond the longest Q3 coherence lifetime
more strongly supports this conclusion. The ratio of the mean
coherence lifetimes for Q4 and Q3 is rl = 23.8.

The SEM micrograph for the 7Li:2Al:91Si sample, to which 2%
Al2O3 was added, is shown in Fig. 4(G). The SEM micrograph
shows that adding small amounts of alumina considerably chan-
ged the sample’s morphology while not completely suppressing
phase separation. Close observation of the SEM image still reveals
the presence of two di!erent domains. The size of the spheres of
the minor phase is below 20 nm, but they appear in much larger
quantities. Additionally, the contrast di!erence among both
regions is lower, suggesting they are closer in chemical composi-
tion. The corresponding 2D FT-ILT spectrum of the 7Li:2Al:91Si
sample is shown in Fig. 4(H). The coherence lifetimes of the Q4

sites peak at l"1 = 107.7 ms, considerably shorter compared to the
samples without alumina, while the Q3 site coherence lifetimes,
peaking at l"1 = 38.1 ms, remain relatively close to the Q3

lifetimes in the 5Li:95Si and 10Li:90Si glasses.
From a least-squares fit of the 29Si MAS spectra of the

7Li:2Al:91Si glass, shown in Fig. 2(C), we determine the modes
of the Q4 and Q3 chemical shift distributions given in Table 5.
Cross-sections as a function of coherence lifetime taken at the

Fig. 4 SEM micrographs of (A) 5Li:95Si, (D) 10Li:90Si and (G) 7Li:2Al:91Si glasses after etching with 0.1% HF. The 29Si 2D shifted-echo PIETA spectrum
obtained from Fourier and inverse Laplace transforms for (B) 5Li:95Si, (E) 10Li:90Si and (H) 7Li:2Al:91Si. The vertical axis is the spectroscopic (MAS)
dimension, and the horizontal axis is the dimension associated with the logarithm of the echo-train coherence lifetime. Frequencies in ppm are
referenced to TMS. Cross-sections along the coherence lifetime dimension through the maximum amplitude of Q4 and Q3 are shown for (C) 5Li:95Si, (F)
10Li:90Si, and (I) 7Li:2Al:91Si. The isotropic chemical shifts of the cross-sections are indicated as arrows in (B), (E), and (H), respectively.
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respective modes of the Q4 and Q3 chemical shift distributions
are shown in Fig. 4(I). The ratio of the mean coherence life-
times for Q4 and Q3 in the 7Li:2Al:91Si sample is reduced to rl =
3.0. The coherence lifetime di!erence between the Q3 and Q4

sites is still appreciable, as Q4 remain, on average, more distant
from the lithium ions than the Q3 in the 7Li:2Al:91Si glass.
Nonetheless, the smaller gap between the Q3 and Q4 lifetimes
indicates that the lithium poor and rich domains have similar
amounts of lithium, i.e., the Li distribution in this sample is
more homogeneous than those without alumina. It should be
stated that, in this context, by homogeneous, we refer to longer
length scales. These results do not exclude the possibility of
microsegregation (as the SEM images suggest), i.e., cation
clustering in channels or percolation thresholds at smaller
length scales. Other NMR techniques may be better suited for
studying such phenomena.66

3.3 Sodium and potassium silicate glasses

The SEM micrographs of the sodium and potassium silicate
glasses are shown in Fig. 5(A) and (D), respectively. Two distinct
phases are observed in the SEM image for the 5Na:95Si glass in
Fig. 5(A), with sodium-rich spheres on the order of 20 nm, i.e.,
five times smaller than the 5Li:95Si composition. The SEM
image of the 5K:95Si glass in Fig. 5(D) does not show any
feature that would indicate the presence of phase separation.

The 2D FT-ILT of the phase-separated 5Na:95Si glass is
shown in Fig. 5(B). The Q4 sites at isotropic chemical shifts
around dcs = "110.7 ppm have a broad coherence lifetime

distribution that covers over three orders of magnitude inside
10"2 to 101, peaking at a coherence lifetime near l"1 = 181.2 ms.
The Q3 sites at dcs = "94.4 ppm have a narrower coherence
lifetime distribution that covers over one order of magnitude
inside 10"2 to 100, peaking at a coherence lifetime near l"1 =
107.7 ms. The cross-sections as a function of coherence lifetime,
taken through the modes of the 2D distribution, are shown in
Fig. 5(C). From the mean lifetimes of the cross-section distribu-
tions for the phase-separated 5Na:95Si glass, shown in Fig. 5(C),
we obtain a ratio of rl = 5.8. The rl ratio is significantly higher
than the ratio found in the homogeneous glasses, in agreement
with the presence of phase separation. It is lower than the ratio
found in the phase-separated lithium silicate glasses, which is
also consistent with the sodium silicates’ lower tendency
towards phase separation than the lithium silicates.

As noted earlier, we expect the isotropic chemical shifts of
Q4 sites to become less negative with an increasing amount of
nearest neighbor Q3 sites.65,66 This is consistent with the
observation of an increase in the intensity of the less negative
chemical shifts at shorter coherence lifetimes of the Q4 sites in
Fig. 5(B).

The mean coherence lifetime for Q4 in the 5Na:95Si glass is
considerably shorter than the mean coherence lifetimes for Q4

in the phase-separated 5Li:95Si and 10Li:90Si glasses. Given the
higher gIh! of 7Li and the shorter 29Si–7Li and 7Li–7Li distances,
this suggests a higher modifier cation concentration in the
silica-rich phase of the 5Na:95Si glass compared to the phase-
separated 5Li:95Si and 10Li:90Si glasses. It is also noteworthy

Fig. 5 SEM micrographs of (A) 5Na:95Si and (D) 5K:95Si glasses after etching with 0.1% HF. The 29Si 2D shifted-echo PIETA spectrum obtained from
Fourier and inverse Laplace transforms for (B) 5Na:95Si and (E) 5K:95Si. The vertical axis is the spectroscopic (MAS) dimension, and the horizontal axis is
the dimension associated with the logarithm of the echo-train coherence lifetime. Frequencies in ppm are referenced to TMS. Cross-section along the
coherence lifetime dimension through the modes of the Q4 and Q3 2D distributions are shown for (C) 5Na:95Si and (F) 5K:95Si. The isotropic chemical
shifts of the cross-sections are indicated as arrows in (B) and (E), respectively.
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that the 29Si coherence lifetimes of Q3 in the 5Na:95Si glass are
longer than in the lithium silicate glasses. This is consistent with
a lower modifier cation concentration in the sodium-rich phase
of the phase-separated 5Na:95Si glass. However, it may also be
due, in part, to the smaller gIh! of the 23Na compared to 7Li.

The 2D FT-ILT of the 5K:95Si glass is shown in Fig. 5(E). The
Q4 sites at isotropic chemical shifts around dcs = "109.8 ppm
have a coherence lifetime distribution that covers two orders of
magnitude inside 10"2 to 101, peaking at a coherence lifetime
near l"1 = 304.7 ms. The Q3 sites at dcs = "98.4 ppm have a
narrower coherence lifetime distribution that covers one order
of magnitude inside 10"2 to 100, peaking at a coherence
lifetime near l"1 = 181.2 ms. The cross-sections as a function
of coherence lifetime, taken through the modes of the 2D
distribution, are shown in Fig. 5(F). From these cross-
sections, we obtain the mean lifetimes ratio of rl = 2.1 in the
5K:95Si glass, which appears to be consistent with the lack of
any apparent phase separation in the SEM image of Fig. 5(D).

The gIh! of 133Cs is nearly a factor of three times larger than
the 39K cation (see Table 4). Thus, compared to the homoge-
neous potassium silicate glass, one might expect shorter coher-
ence lifetimes for both Q3 and Q4 sites in the cesium silicate
glasses. However, the mean coherence lifetime of 192.1 ms for
Q3 in the 5Cs:95Si glass is longer than the value of 151.4 ms
found in the 5K:95Si glass. Additionally, the mean coherence
lifetime of Q4 is similar in both the 5Cs:95Si and 5K:95Si
glasses, at B316 ms. This lengthening of the 29Si coherence
lifetimes in the cesium silicate glasses is a result of a further
reduction in the residual heteronuclear dipolar coupling
between 133Cs and 29Si due to a large 133Cs chemical shift
anisotropy, which arises from the greater number of electrons in
the closed shell configuration of the cesium cation. This mecha-
nism for eliminating residual dipolar couplings is well under-
stood and can be particularly e!ective in paramagnetic samples.68

4 Summary
We have shown that di!erential echo-train coherence lifetimes
of 29Si nuclear magnetization can detect phase separation in
silicate glasses, even at small scales where the glass appears
optically homogenous. This approach relies on di!erences
between residual heteronuclear dipolar couplings to 29Si in
the di!erent phases. Most important, the residual 29Si hetero-
nuclear dipolar couplings to the NMR-active quadrupolar
nuclides of the alkali cations are proportional to the size of the
gyromagnetic ratio for the alkali cation nuclei with an inverse
cubed dependence on the distances between alkali cations and
the distances between the alkali cations and the 29Si nuclides.
The dependence of the residual coupling on the strong homo-
nuclear couplings between the alkali cations in the alkali-rich
phases makes this approach particularly sensitive to phase
separation. These residual dipolar couplings remain the domi-
nant dephasing mechanism of the 29Si echo-train at MAS speeds
yielding high-resolution 29Si MAS spectra. With increasing MAS
rates and higher rf field strengths, however, one may expect the

residual heteronuclear dipolar couplings to 29Si to be further
reduced along with the ability to detect phase separation
through echo-train coherence lifetime di!erences. Similarly, this
approach may be less e!ective in glass compositions that are
dilute in NMR active nuclei, such as alkaline earth silicate
glasses, where the residual heteronuclear dipolar couplings to
29Si are significantly weaker.

We also show in these measurements that the e!ects of J
coupling modulations of the 29Si echo train amplitudes can be
eliminated through the use of shifted-echo PIETA, which
acquires simultaneous PAX and (PP)AX echoes at the beginning
of the p-pulse echo train acquisition. This modified pulse
sequence is particularly valuable when the echo-train coher-
ence lifetimes span orders of magnitude.

To quantify the 29Si echo-train coherence lifetimes, we
employ an inverse Laplace transform29 (ILT) with l1 regulariza-
tion as it provides a more quantitative and less restrictive
analysis compared to a multi- or stretched exponential model.
The additional correlation of the ILT of 29Si echo-train decay to
the high resolution 29Si MAS spectrum gives insight into the
local structure and composition of the distinct phases. Cognizant
that such analyses for non-crystalline materials must become
accessible to non-NMR specialists working in the field, we have
also developed an open-source Python package for performing the
inversion of echo-train acquisition solid-state NMR datasets into
the distribution of echo-train coherence lifetimes.60

This approach complements the established NMR technique
of di!erential paramagnetic relaxation enhancements to detect
phase separation in glasses.11–15 Indeed, with paramagnetic
doping, one can envision the combination of both approaches,
through the use of a 2D ILT,29,69 to create a 3D dataset correlating
longitudinal relaxation rates to echo-train decay rates to a resolved
MAS spectrum, perhaps providing an even more sensitive tool for
detecting phase separation in glasses.

Data availability
The open-source Python package, mrinversion, for implementing the
TSVD–FISTA ILT described here along with documentation for its
installation and use is made available in Zenodo at https://doi.org/
10.5281/zenodo.3964643, ref. 60 The documentation for mrinversion
also includes example scripts for obtaining inversions of all the
experimental datasets presented in this work and synthetic datasets.
The experimental CSDM70 compliant datasets and Python note-
books that support the findings of this study are openly available in
Zenodo at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6974553, ref. 71
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Appendix A: inverse laplace transform
The l"1 distributions from the PIETA experiments were
obtained through the Inverse Laplace Transform (ILT). Here,
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we give a brief explanation of the mathematical procedures.
Inversion problems involving Fredholm integrals of the first
kind are frequently encountered in the field of NMR, especially
in the inversion of relaxation measurements that determine
longitudinal and transverse relaxation times and the correla-
tion between them. In this study, we focus on the one-
dimensional inversion of a distribution of p-pulse echo train
coherence lifetimes where the NMR signal follows

s't( &
!

l"1
f l"1
" #

exp " t

l"1
% &

dl"1 ) e't(: (10)

Here s(t) is the measured signal with e(t) noise and f (l"1) is the
unknown l"1 distribution to be determined. Because s(t) is
defined as a Laplace transformation of the distribution f (l"1),
this particular type of inversion is commonly referred to as
inverse Laplace transformation. When discretized, eqn (10) is
approximated to

s = K!f + e, (11)

where K A Rm$n is the Laplace matrix defined as Kij = exp("ti/lj
"1)

and is called the kernel, s A Rm is the measured signal, f A Rn is
the vector to be determined, and e A Rm is the measurement
noise assumed to be white Gaussian with zero mean. The column
vectors and m and n are the sampling size of the vectors s and f,
respectively.

The inverse Laplace Transformation is well known72–77 to be
an ill-conditioned problem. An ill-conditioned problem does
not have a unique solution, and any small perturbation in the
problem, e.g. the noise in signal s, can lead to large fluctuations
in the solution f. To overcome this issue, regularization
methods72–77 are often implemented to stabilize the solution.
The regularization term also called the ‘penalty’ term, is a
measure of the ‘irregularity’ of the solution. In other words, a
regularization simply replaces the original ill-conditioned pro-
blem with a ‘‘nearby’’ well-conditioned problem whose solution
approximates the ‘‘true’’ solution of the original problem.

We implement a TSVD–FISTA hybrid algorithm in this work
to regularize the inverse problem. Here TSVD and FISTA are the
acronyms for Truncated Singular Value Decomposition and
Fast Iterative Shrinkage Threshold Algorithm. For a given range
of lj

"1’s, usually equally spaced on a logarithmic scale, the
kernel Kij is evaluated for time ti’s where ti is the point
correspondent to the signal s(ti). Having determined K, the
singular value decomposition of K follows,

K = U!S!VT, (12)

where U A Rm$k and V A Rn$k are unitary matrices, S A Rk$k is
a diagonal matrix with non-negative real singular values, Bi,
arranged in decreasing order and k = min(m,n). For Laplace
matrices, it is well known74,78 that the singular values decay fast
and that the smaller singular values are harmful. These smaller
values are frequently discarded via truncation of singular values.
We implement a maximum entropy61,79,80 based method to
determine the optimum truncation point r. Once r is determined,
the inverse problem is projected onto a smaller subspace29 to
reduce the computational cost. In this subspace,

K̃ = Sr!VT
r , (13)

s̃ = ŨT!s, (14)

where K̃ A Rr$n is the ‘‘nearby’’ well-conditioned matrix, s̃ A Rr

is referred to as the compressed data and Ũ A Rm$r, Ṽ A Rn$r,
S̃ A Rr$r are the truncated matrices. The inverse problem in this
subspace is further subjected to l1 regularization51–59 which
minimizes the objective function
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where b is the Lagrangian multiplier, also called the regulariza-
tion hyperparameter, which promotes sparsity in the solution.
Here, the notations xk k22&

P
i
xi2 and xk k1&

P
i

xij j denote the l2

and l1 norms, respectively, of a vector x. Another important
advantage of l1-based regularization is that it is less sensitive to
outliers in comparison with the l2-based regularization.52

While g( f ) is a smooth continuously di!erentiable convex
function, h( f ) is a convex function and not di!erentiable every-
where. Thus, eqn (15) has no analytical solution, and its solution
must be computed numerically. The FISTA algorithm52 is used to
minimize the objective function, eqn (15). The stopping criterion
is when the di!erence between the objective function at the ith
and (i + 1)th iteration levels o!. Further information regarding
this algorithm can be found in the paper by Beck and Teboulle.52

Our approach uses a stratified k-folds cross-validation
method: the signal s is divided into k subsets of roughly equal
size, mi E m/k, called folds, where k is an integer number,
typically chosen as 5 or 10. In addition, a range of hyperpara-
meter values, in this case, b 2 R

nb
) are chosen on a uniform log

scale, where the subscript + denotes positive numbers, and nb

are the total number of b values. Out of k folds, one fold is set
aside and is called the test set. The remaining (k " 1) folds are
collectively called the training set. In the following notation, we
represent the ith test set with si and the corresponding training
set with s"i. Similarly, the corresponding kernels are desig-
nated with Ki and K"i, respectively. For every training set, s"i,
the model fi(b) is evaluated following,

f i'b( & argmin
f*0

1

m"mi
k K"i ! f " s"i k22 )b k f k1

) *
; (16)

for the range of b values. Next, the mean square error (MSE),
called the test error of the test set, is evaluated using

ei'b( &
1

mi

X
Ki ! f i'b( " si
" #2

; (17)

where the summation runs over the elements of the test set, si.
This process is repeated k times while assigning a di!erent fold
as the test set each time. The cross-validation error is then
given as

CV'b( & 1

m

Xk

i&1
miei'b(: (18)

The optimal b* hyperparameter is determined as the argument
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that minimizes the cross-validation error, given as

b+ & argmin
b

CV'b( " se2
++ ++" #

; (19)

where se is the standard deviation of the noise.
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